Hemoglobin adsorption to silica monitored with polarization-dependent evanescent-wave cavity ring-down spectroscopy.
Evanescent-wave cavity ring-down spectroscopy was used to monitor the adsorption of human hemoglobin to a fused-silica surface from aqueous solution. An uncoated dove prism was situated in a ring-down cavity such that the beam entered and exited with a normal-incidence geometry. This afforded ring-down times as high as 5 mus and values of sigma(tau)/tau as low as 0.3%. Normal-incidence geometry permits the detection of both S- and P-polarized light, yielding some information of the orientation of adsorbates. The orientation of the adsorbed hemoglobin molecules is found to change as adsorption progresses, but with a different time profile than adsorption itself. The adsorption kinetics from a quiescent solution is consistent with a reaction-diffusion model that includes both reversible and irreversible adsorption operating in parallel. Systems behaving according to this model also seem to display adsorption isotherms, although the increased adsorption from more concentrated solutions is only a consequence of the system being under kinetic control. In some cases, this may be sufficient to explain the paradox of protein adsorption systems which seem to be both irreversible and consistent with isotherm models as well.